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ONDON is the most exdting and inspiring place in the world jus't now. As we
go to Press the flags are being hung out. the streets are busy with the sou nd
of feveris!l last-minute !lammering. c:rowds of' visi,tors from the country and

fr.om overseas drift and swirl through and round and over every inch of the
Pro~ession

route, ..a nd we are all having the time of our !i,ves. Even Nature is taking

a hand. for the blitzed areas around St. Paul's Cathedral are gay with sheets of

Editor ::
VERONICA

L

yellow flowers, brjght weeds that have sprung up among the ruins and remained

PLA1T

to decorate them for our great day. Enterprising people here a.nd' there have made
Asst. Editor
RONA,LD

I

formal gardens. the parks and squares have been planted and tidied, and all over

BISHOP

the city there are gay window !>oxes. not only in red, white and blue but bursting
with all the colours of the rainbow. West Afr,ican robes. beautiful saris. brilght

Editorial
and
Advertisement Offices:
9. Lower

uniforms, summer frocks (fqr we are In the midst of a very unusual heat wave, too)
combine with a multitude of foreign languages to remind us t!lat we are the heart

I

Beteflve Street

I

London, SWl

of a great Commonwealth of Nations, and we are proud of our young Queen and of
our ancient pageantry of heralds, red-robed peers. pOstillions, and gilded 'coaches.

PHONE' S\,O 1187

What matter if tomorrow the horses retu rnto the brewers' drays and the peers to
their market baskets and their battered Austin Sevens 7 It will have been grand

The Sailplane and Glider I1 published on the
5th 01 o.ery month. Price Two ShllllnlS per
copy: 25s. - 6d. per year posted. Ad.ertisln.
Rates On application.

while it lasted and we are having a wonderful time. Long live ,the Queen!

Published' for the licence.., Glider Press Ltd .•
by the Roll. Hous. Publlshln. Co.. hd .•
and printed by The Mendip Presl, Ltd., London
Ind Bath.

For a new reign, a new policy,

We in Sailplane believe that you-our

r.eaders-enjoy this paper and would like to keep it going. You mayor may not
know that, ,like a gliding club" it is run mainly on a voluntary basis. and again like a
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gliding .club, that ingoings have to try and balance outgoings or else, ..
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as we do on the subscriptions of our readers, and we need the gooc!wiU of all. This
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better.. W'e are a clearing house for world-wide information and we are open for
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arguments and discussions in the same way as yollr own gliding club, only w,ith a
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do. Ex'periences that have hetped you to learn may. help someOne else to.,learn

far wider reach, Our presen,t subscription list cc;>vers 53 c:ountries, to say

nothi~g

of the cc;>pies that circu'late from hand-to-hand in clubs and schools al'lo libraries.
" Cover Photo:
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We like to keep it that way and to expand even further afield, but to do that we
need your Ilelp .. So roll up your sleeves, fill your fountail'l pens, and get crackin,g.
We will'do the rest.

An AUSTRALIAN TWO-SEATER GO AL FLIGHT
203

Miles-ADELAIDE to MILDURA-17th March, 195"3

anywt1ere in the world requires: firstly,
GLIDING
machines and equipment; secondly, pilots

that could be made available for a start, it was next
to no time before they were in adi@n. Vve are now
working together building machines in Adelaide.
The first machine built was a ' Grunau' for the
Victorian Gliding Club, and then they tmned over
to a two-sea ter for myself.

available to fly those machines; and for crosscountries, suitable conditions. Therefore, this flight
wiU be described under the above headings.
In variolls parts of the world, naturally these

E.S. 49b Sailplane - ' Kangaroo'

divisions assume different emphasis. In Australia we
fil1d that obtaining a machine to fly is by far the
ruost difficult item, especially when one is concerned
with retrieves, etc. The availabitity of ma.chines also
- has a bearing on pilots, as of course, they will not
be available unless machines are there for them to
become' proficient. The thermal conditions in
Australia possibly are equivalent to the best in the
world, exeluding the fact that if one is forced down,
then it may be difficult to ever come out alive. It is
therefore necessary to stick to weH defined routes.
Describing this particular flight then in the above
order : MACHINE AVAILABILITY.
Harry and Edmund Schneider, who have settled
in Australia from Germany, wanted a small factory
to commence building gliders, and as I had something

Edmund had given a lot of thought to club training
during and particularly immediately after the war,
and had evolved the' E.S.49' 16 m. trainer, but as
I required a better performance, he converted his
design for this machine into a i8 m. span, and
generally cleaned the machine up; the result being
a beautiful machine to fly, with a gliding angle of
approximately 1 :26!- estimated. The machine is
semi.aerobatic, and has turned out very well indeed,
and hancHes like a true thoroughbred.
AYAILABlLITY OF PILOTS.
This is described in particular reference tu this
Bight.
The real cause of the flight was the fact that the
machine had a week or so previously been sold to a
grQUP in Boggabri, New South Wales, and as this is
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approximately 850 miles from Adelaide by the
nearest reasonable direct air ,route, it will be seen
that a big problem presented itself as to whether
delivery should be made by road (over some very
rough roads), or aero-tow over some very sparsely
inhabited country. The aero-tow definitely Was the
way, if we had a tug plane and pilots available in
the middle of the week, as the whole thing could not
be done under approx,imately 5 days.
This is where gliding's good friend, Dr. G. Heydon
of Sydney came in, who was at this particular weekend visiting Adelaide, and immediately he heard of
bur difficulty, arranged for Mervin V';agl10rn to fly
his ' Tiger' and a pilot, if he could find one, over;
so that we could commence the tow during the
f()lIowing week. (Mervin was unable to do the towing
himself, unfortunately).
The Waikerie and Adelaide Clubs were giving a
gliding demonstration at Nuriootpa during this weekend, it ,being their wine festival, so that Arthur
Norris (the pilot whom Mervin was able to dig up)
was able to get some tow practice in, aero-towing
being new to him.
The week-end was quite successful, and we found
that for the three days we had a very moist unstable
north-easterly stream over our corner of Australia,
and heights were all of the order of 7,000 to 10,000
ft., with climbs up to 1,000 ft. a minute, some 100
hours being clocked up for the three days.

At Mildura.

1953

J. G. WOTHERSPOON

The' Kangaroo' was aer~-towed back to Parafield
on Monday morning, and on Monday evening a flight
plan prepared for our tow to Boggabri.
It will be appreciated that a tow of this length
over long stretches of uninhabited country req~lired
to be well planned beforehand to save allY dire
consequences. \lIfe had Arthur NOITis as tug pilot,
making Harry and myself available as the glider
pilots. Condition 2 was satisfied.
ME1', CONDITIONS.
The week-end conditions were particularly good
for climbs and for cross-countries to the south-west,
but any distance to the south-west was restricted by
the sea, and it was to dodge the bumpiness caused
by this airstream that I suggested. the tow should
start Vvednesday morning after the front. I was
anxious to let this front pass first, rather than ha.v,ing
it interfering en·route.
\-Ve therefore went to work as usual on the l'uesi:!ay
morning. On telephoning the Met., indications wer'e
that the front was not expected to reach Adelaide
until 6 o'clock that night, and that the wind was
swinging to the north-west and, increasing; sure
signs of the approaching front.
AIJ the relative symptoms were showing that there
would be considerable a.ctivity in advance of the

H. Schneider, Ar/huv Non'is (Tug Pilot), j. G, Wotherspoo'll (Tallestl.
3

front. I knew the machine could easily go the
distance giy~n the conditiol1s, so why not have a
crack for N!ildura, one·third of om way to Boggabri ?
The' Tiger' was ready and it did not take, long to
convince Harry Schneider to stop working and to
grab Arthur Norris out of his hotel to get airborne
to start the Aight.

Winners of B.G.A. Trophies

T

HAVILLAND CUP, for the greatest heightto S/LDR. A. A. J. SANDERS, for an absolute
height of 16,050 ft. and a gain of height of 13,8:30 ft.
during a flight from the Long jV[ynd on 18th May,
1952, in an Olympia. (I n tile absence of SfI.dr.
Sanders the Cup was accepted by his parents.)
-HE DE

THE FLIGHT.
The flight itself was uneventful, except that the
, Tiger Moth' in the gusty conditions had difftculty
in taxying 9ut, but eVentually we left Parafield at
[2.05 p.m. and 15 minutes later released 4 miles
south·west of Gawler at 2,200 ft. with Harry in the
back cockpit and myself in the front.
We quickly climbed to 9,000 ft. with climbs
between 600 ft. and 700 ft. a minute, and then more
slowly to a maximum height of 10,800 ft., which
subsequently proved to be the highest climb of the
trip.
I [eft the top of this thermal and set off cross wind
to the next, which was soon found, and this again
took us to over 10,000 ft. [ had now a rough
appreciation of the distance between thermals, and
also of the down cun-ents-some 20 ft. a second at
times ,in between. I also felt that the wind was more
westerly than north.west, which was a help. I
decided to Ay between 6,000 ft. and 0,000 H., as
between these two ,figures we obtained the best lift;
and to fly on a correct course as near as possible, as
there were no cloud streets, but just independent
thermals with Cu's. I also flew at 65 knots indicated
between thermals and if above (i,000 ft. flew straight
through even Hle best pf thermals, easing back only
to take advantage of the lift.
In this way we were able to identi{y om 4 pin
points only, i.e. the crossing of the Murray, Loxton,
Lake Culleraine and Mildura. With the absence of
pin pointcS it was difficult to estimate our grollnd
speed, but for the first three hours it would appear
that we covered 35, 51> and 50 miles respectively,
with corresponding lower ground speeds towards the
end of the Hight.
After Loxton, which seemed to mark the second
stage of the flight, the thennals, although still
strong, definitely showed the tendency tc weaken, as
would be expected. Also the wind swung north and
eased as we got further ahead of the front.
The flight was flown at such a height, that I
could see Mildura aerodrome at 20 miles away, and
even at 10 miles, when we were at 8,000 ft., ] worked
every thermal to be sure of getting through. The
heights playing such tricks with fl1y judgment!
We ancived there with 5,000 ft. in hand, but:
owing to the bad nature of the country immediately
ahead. decided that the best thing to do would be to
land and not force on for more distance. We therefore
landed after mallY steep turns and more gentle
aerobatics at 5.a5 p.m.
This meant that 203 miles from point of release
was covered in 5~ hours; an average speed of 37
miles per hour.
As mentioned earlier, this flight was only part of
a delivery Right to Boggabri, and the ensuing tow
was just a delightful air tour.

THE MANIO CUP, for the best goal Right-to
LT.·CDR. ToJ'Y GOODHART, D.S.C., R.N., for a flight
of 90 miles from Basingstoke to Lympne on 7th June,
191)2, in a' Meise.'
THE ,VAKEFIELD TROPHY, for the longest distance
flight-to MR. WALTER KAHN, for a flight of 138 miles
from Lasham to Collingsby on 28th June, 19fi2, in
a ' \·Veihe.'

THE VOLK

CUI',

for the best out·and·retmn f1ight-·

to MR. GEOFFREY STEI'HENSON, for a Aight of Ht4
miles from Lasham to Dunstable and back
I :~th April, 191)2, in a Slingsby , Sky.'

the

OIl

THE SEAGER CUP, for the best two·seat sailplane
performance-to [<,/0. E. J. MEDDINGS and F/Ll·.
J. W. REILLY, for a flight from Detling to Chilbolton
(HI miles) in 4 hours 24 minutes on the 22nd May,
Hl52, in a Slingsby' T.2] B.' (This A'ight, incidentally,
is believed to be the longest ever made in this cOllntry
in a' T.2IB,' which is a two-seat training glider a.nd
ctesigned for only medium performance.)

The R.Ae.C. Gazette.

16th March, 11>53
FLIGHT ADELAIDE TO BOGGABRI.
Dist. Course VQI·. Time at
60 m.p.h.
Adelaide 10 Renmark
125
Renmark 10 Mildura
75
Mildura to Euston
Direct .. 15
ElIston to Hay ..
I IS
Hay /0 Griffiths
;~}
Griffiths /0 W. Wyalong "
vV. \\lyalong to Parkes
83
Parks /0 Dubbo
62
Dubbo to Gilgandra
..
37
GHgandra /0 Tooraweenah "
22
TtlOraweenah 10 Coonabarabran 25
Coonabarabran 10 GlInnedah .. 58
Gunnedah 10 Boggabri ..
20
Full eapaeitY-2l) gallons.

°7[

2·5

09[

1.15

[23
087

1.55

073

9

047

9'

019

9
9
9
9
9

004
038
061
07 0
326

l)

'1.1

I}

1.10

I. I 3.
J .O'J

37
22

25

58
20

ConsumptiorJo---7 gallons p.h.

PROPOSED DATES.
Adelaide - Renmark
a,Ht.
Remnark - l\lildma ..
a,tll.
j\'Jildura - Hay
p.m.
Hay - West Wyalong
a.1l1.
West Wyalong - Dubbo
p.m.
Dubbo - Boggabri
a.m.
No/e.-a.m. means first light.
p.m. means -+ p.m.
4

45

\Vedncsday
Wednesday
Wedncsda)'
Thursday
Thursday
Friday
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THE SLINGSBY 'SKYLARK'
4-S ft. Span Sailplane
Here is a short description and photographs of the latest
SJingsby prototype producl-ion-The ' Skylal·k.'
A s you will obsC'Yve from the article. this aircraft has been
design.ed to meet the 11eed fQl' a· sailplane of medium size',
with a good performance and at tin attractive price.
It will be noted from General A'rrangement dmwing that
the produ.ction aircraft fmelage will differ I:n appearance
frnm that of the prototype. Eventually it is intended to
manufacture the nose cap and the upper part of the cockpit
and coupe in moulded' Fibreglass ' and Mareo Resina lightwe'ighi plastic moulding of considerable strengtlp.
The wing is completely covered with plywood and a very
smooth wing swJace has been obtained thus retaining a· high
percentage of lamina flOW.
The provisional price of this a.ircraft in a standllYd finish
-less instrument's is expected to be under £700 ex-works.
11 is hoped that the prototype ail·craft will be entered in the
,19.53 National Competition at Camp hill, Derbyshire.

removable canopy and it provides excellent VISIOn
and protection against the weather over a roomy and
comfortable cockpit. Anrangement of the flying
controls follows the normal practice. The control
column rises from the floor in a canvas sleeve and is
conveniently positioned to suit most sizes of pilbts.
The qui«:k release control is' placed on the port side
of the cockpit under the instrument panel and
consists of the usual yellow knob. This controls and
operates the only towing release, which ,is positioned
about the centre of gravity. The release is the
Ottfur safety type which automaticaUy drops the
cable When it exceeds a certain angle to the aircraft
during launching, thus obviating the danger of a
pilot forgetting to release.
The Dive brake operating lever is also positioned
on the port side just in front of the seat and is pulled
back to bring the dive brakes into operation. The
elevator trimming lever is located in a convenient
position on the starboard side.
Instruments aTe of the usual types consisting of an

sailplane has been designed and built in an
T HISendeavour
to create a market in the British
Isles and abroad for a medium span, high performance sailplane at a price that win be attractive to

The $lingsby . Skylark' 45 ft. Span Sail.plane

Air Speed Indicator, Altimeter., Electrical Turn and
Slip Indicator and a Slater Cobb Variometer.
However, special instruments and panel would be
fitted to suit any pilot's individual requirements to
order.
Provision is made in the fuselage neck to aUow for the
installation of a barograph and other small items of
equipment, and access to the batteries for the Turn
and Slip indicator is made by the simple removal of
the parachnte box.
The fuselage aft of the cockpit and main bulkheads
is fabric-covered over a diagonal braced wood frame-

most gliding and soaring clubs and organisations
throughout the world.
By incorporat,ing the excellent qualities of the now
well known Slingsby • Sky' sailplane (the' Sky' was
the winning air·craft pl,loted by Mr. P. A. Wills in the
1952 World soaring championships) into this aircraft
and by adopting new methods of production,
Slingsby Sailplanes have designed a most attractive
aircraft with flying qualities and characteristics
which up to now have not been offered to the gliding
enthusiasts in a sailplane of 45 ft. span.
A one-piece blown Perspex hood is fitted to the

(Continued
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work up to the tailplane attachment frames and fin,
which are fuUy plywood covered.
The wings, which consist of a centre portion and
two outboards, are completely covered over the full
45 ft. span with a resin bonded waterproof plywood
skin, attached to ribs which are profiled to within
fine limits in order to obtain an absolutely smooth
surface to minimise the surface drag and its resultant
drop in performance.
Dive brakes are located in the wings at points 3 ft.
from the fuselage side. They are of the scissor type,
and have proved themselves extremely effective
during flight trials.
The attachment of the main plane centre portion
to the fuselage is by two pins inserted from the front
of the cockpit in the horizontal plane and picking up
the attachment fittings on the main bulkheads.
Outboard secti0ns are attached to the centre portion
by two pins in the vertical plane. The simple meth0d
of attachment has resulted in a very low assembly
and dismantling time.
To reduce manufacturing costs the installation of
a landing wheel has been omitted but a jettisonable
dolly can be supplied to special order.
The main skid is sprung with rubber shOCK
absorbers and is completely faired in. The tail skid
is of the conventional type.

From the results 0'£ the test flights that have taken
place it appears that this sailplane will be sought
after by the pilot 0'£ average experience to the top
rankers of the gliding world as a sailplane worth
having from the perf0rmance and moneta.ry value.
DIMENSIO . S.
Span

45 ft.

Length

20 ft. 11} in.

Tare Weight

4001bs.

Max. All Up ""eight

6201bs.

"Ving Area

113 sq. ft.

Aspect Ratio

17.9: 1

Aileron Area

12.4 sq. ft.

Tailplane and Elevator Area

17.0 sq. ft.

Fin and Rudder Area

U sq. ft.

PERFORMANCE DATA.
Best Gliding Ratio.

1 in 27.3 at 46.3 m.p.h.

Min. Sinking Speed.

2.34 ft. per sec. at 41.6 m.p.h.

Flying Speed at 6 ft. per sec. sink, 74.0 m.p.h.
Min. Speed, 37.4 m.p.h.
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An airline pilot discusses the effects of standing or
lee waves and the advisability of increaslmg route
regulation safety heights over mountainous areas.

Hill Standing Waves and Safety Heights
By Captain O. MASON
(British European Ail'ways)

aviation started, aircraft have been flying
SiNCE
into mountaills for an assoTtment of reasons.
Frequently, the cause has been tragically simple--an
inexperienced pilot /tying in cloud below the
safety height for that particular area. Occ~sionally,
the cause has been a descent commenced too soon,
due to eareless or improper fixing of the aircraft's
position; sometimes, the aircraft has been at its
correct safety height for a particular route but,
because of navigational errors, has been so far off
track that the original safety he,ight no longer applied.
But now and again it has happened that an
extremely experienced captain, supported by an
exemplary crew, and with good radio navigational
aids and conditions for reception, has ended up on a
mountainside. "V hat then are we to think in this
case? \;Ve may possibly have known the individual
concerned, known him to be absolutely meticulous
and thoroughly reliable, and known that he never
took a chance-we may even have discussed
together this very problem, to find a similaTity of
views. What are we to bhink when such an incident
happens to a man of this calibre-engine failure,
other mechanical fault, or icing? Possibly, but not
probably, for these circumstances would usually
allow sufficient time for the transmission of a distress
signal. A theory which satisfactorily answers the
problem is that of standing waves, and this is borne
(Dut by the fact that examination of the weather
conditions appertaining at the time of many of these
accidents shows the gradient blowing acl'Oss the line
of the mountains, and with very marked wind-sheer.
In this aTticle, therefore, the wri.ter gives an
examp'le of the effects of standing waves on an aiFcraft which has a laden weight of:l4,OOO lb. and will
discuss the problems involved, and make suggestions
which it is hoped will eventually lead to greater
safety over the mountains.
THEORY OF STANDING WAVES
Much work has beel~ carried out recently in Great
Britain by Dr. Scorer into the theory of the formation
of standillg waves, or lee waves as they are sometimes
called. TheTe have also been several interesting
ul'ticles written in the meteorological press by gliderpilot meteorologists, describing their expel'iences of
waves over this country.
Although Dr. Scorer admits the theo.ry to be as yet
unsatisfactory, it is, however, all there is to work on
at the moment. Briefly, the present theory of
standing waves states that when a stable airstre.am
with suitable lapse-rate conditions strikes a mountain

19'53

ridge, vertical displacemeRt takes place, and if the
wind gradient increases with altitude, the airstream
over and in the lee of the rl'lountain wit! form a series
of waves, which may extend for a considerable distance down-wind, and to great altitudes.. The air
motion over the r,idge itself, known as " hill-'lift" is
extremely complicated, consisting of risi11g air up to a
certain altitude, but beyond this height, the air Fises
on the windward side of the hill, and is actually
descending veTtically overhead, with the waves
streaming out down-wind. Sometimes this phenomenon is accompanied by a temperature inversion,
although this is not a necessary factor, as suggested
by some writeTs.
H, during its ascent to the crest of each wave, the
air becomes saturated, condensation will take place,
forming lenticular cloud, a superb example of which
is shown below. Thus, v,ery often, the crests of
several waves are clearly marked by cloud caps, an
unusual characteristic of which is the fact that the
cloud remains stationary with Fegard to the gWllnd,
for it is constant'ly forming \!ot the up-wind side of the
wave, and evaporating in the lee, in just the same
way as the more common orographic formations
which sometimes coveT mountain tops.
It has been estimated that under favourable con·
ditions as many as eleven ar. even more 'lee waves may
form down-wind of the mountain, gradually dyil,g
out farther away from the I'idge.
The amplitude of the waves increases up to a
certain height, and then decreases again, and 1S
dependent upon the shape of the mountain barrieT,
and upon the dynamical characteristics of the air·
stream. Thus a high ridge, with fairly steep sides,
will give rise to waves with the greatest amplitude.
Obviously, a'lso, the higher the ridge, the greater will
be the total height of air displacement; the veltica'l
extent of air displacement is, in fact, closely dependent on the height of the ridge.
The wave length depends lIpon the properties of
the airstl-eam, especially wind, and the effect will
.naturally be conditional lIpon the direction of the
wind flow relative to the ridge, so that an air mass
blowing over the range of hills at right angles will
have the maximum wave effect. The Iength of a
typical lee wave is given as up to about four miles.
AN OBSERVATION OF WAVE EFFECTS ON A
MEDIUM-SIZED AIRCRAFT
On 18th December, 1952, the writer was flying a
" Viking" aircraft from Gibraltar to London, and on
the 'leg between Madrid and Bordeaux, where the
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route crossed the mountains of
120,000':
Northern
Spain, exceptional
wave formations were found,.
Fortunately, there was little cloud
and it, was possible to observe
the effects of the phenomenon,
I~.OOO'
and to make notes. Needress to
say, had the mountaiJt tops been
obscured by cloud or darkness
the experience might have been
rather worrying.
10,000'
The safety height on this leg
(allowing 1,000 ft. terrain clearance) was 9,000 ft., the true
and magnetic tracks over the
~,OOO'
mountains being respectively
021 ° and 030°, so that the lowest
quadrantal height, when flying
northwards, became 9,000 ft.
However, on this particular
100
I~O
occasion, due to quite severe
NAUTICAL
NAU",ICAL
MILES
MI~E'
turbulence at 9,Ol'J0 ft., it had
SAN
LOGftONO
SEBASTIA"N
been decided to fly at 11,000 ft.,
the cmise being carried out at
Fig.!. Cross-section of the t'ot/le IVJadrid to San Sebastian, showing the
850 b.h.p. per engine (boost 30.5
qil'Cra!t's flight path, and the possible streamlines over the mountains
in. mercury, and 1,900 Lp.m.
(after Dr. Scorer).
for the" Hercules" under these
conditions), which gave an
,
indicated cruising speed of 155 knots (184 knots true).
Flying on .. the crest of the wave" at 14,000 ft.,
As a matter of interest, earlier in the man il g, when was delightful, the air being quite smooth and
flying between Gibraltar and Madrid, the tmbulence extremely stable. This pleasant state of affairs lasted,
in the lee of the mountains was first met at 9,000 ft., however, for only about 11 minutes, and then a
in the area just south of Toledo, a distance of some second down current was met. This time the pro80 miles down-wind of the first mountain range.
cedure was the same, with METO power used, 120
After tal<e-oft from Madrid at 12.56 G.iVI.T. there knots indicated, and the rate of descent, which
was considerable elear-air turbulence up to 10,000 ,commenced at 300-400 ft·/min., gradually increased
ft., and as the mountains were approached at 11,000 to 1,000 ft./min., and reached a maximum of 1,,50l)
ft., it could be seen that there was a'bout ~" alto- ft./min., for about half-a.-minute, then eased oft again
stratus, tending to become lenticular, at about to 1,000 ft./min. By the time a height of 9,000 ft.
10,000 ft., immediately on the lee-side of the crests. was reached the rate of sink had ceased altogether.
Apart from these observed factors, the first definite Between six and seven minutes was the total time
wave effects were felt at 13.15 G.l\'I.T., when the air- taken on this descent.
craft started to descend slowly at 200-300 ft./min.,
\-Vithin two minutes, the cyC'le had recommenced
and as it was retrimmed to maintain altitude, so the and once again it was with relief that the 10,000 ft.
airspeed fell gradually.
mark was passed, and smooth air encountered. For
Within two minutes, in an effort to maintain height, the second time the aircraft was carried up to practhe indicated speed had fallen to 125 knots. Power ticaJly 14,000 ft., and stayed there for a further 11
was increased in order to maintain this reduced minutes or so, before the seemingly inevitable descent.
airspeed, a"nd by 13.18 G.M,T., the engine power was This time the conditions, rates of ascent and descent
up to METO (1,290 b.h.p. at 11,000 ft., throttles at and timings were approximately the same as before.
rated gate with automatic rich mixtme and 2,400
At 9,000 ft., the ground position was over the
Lp.m.). Nevertheless, the airspeed fell to 120 knots, coastal mountain range between Logrono and San
and the aircraft commenced to descend, soon reaching Sebastian, and the waves seemed to be less powerful
1,000 ft./min. As the 10,000 feet level was passed .. than previously. As a result, when the aircraft
turbulence started, and gmdually increased down to started to climb again, the ascent was simply to
8,800 ft., where the downward path was arrested.
12,000 ft. This height was maintained until after the
Gradually, then, the airspeed built up, the aircraft coast was passed at San Sebastian, and a gradual
started to climb and po,,'er was reduced to 850 b.h.p. powered descent was then made normally towards
\JVithin about thirty seconds, the rate of climb was Bordeaux.
A cross sectional diagram of the flight is shown at
almost 900 ft./min., the airspeed was 180 knots, and
power was again decreased. At a'oout rO,500 ft., the Fig. 1. The mountains shown are those actually en
rate of ascent Increased to 1,400 ft./min., despite the track. There are higher spot heights than those
fact that the throttles were nearly closed. The climb shown at several places witt1in 30 miles of either side
continued, on very little power, up to .all aItitude of track, causing the overall safety height to be
increased, but these ha.ve net been included on the
of jlust on 14,000 H. The time taken from 8,800 ft.
cross section to avoid confusion. Hypothetical
up to 14,000 ft. was.a little over five minutes.
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10,000 ft.), glvlllg a wind velocity of 40 knots from
340°, whilst at an altitude of 300 millibars. the wind
was from 340° at about 100 knots (see Fig. 3.).
Observations from the aircraft showed 110 low cloud
over the mountains, with about -~ altostratus, which
had lenticular traces. There was little high cloud.
The wind calculated by air plot at 11,000 feet was
335° at 40 knots. with a very considerable strengthening between that height and 14,000 feet.
The air mass between 8.000 ft. and 11,000 ft. was
practically isothermal at -1°C., and there was a
temperature fall of some 5°C between 11.000 ft. and
14,000 ft. No indications were given on the aircrait's
thermometer of a temperature inversion, and unfortunately there are no ascents available for the
North Spanish coast for that day. Ascents made in
the same air mass over S.W. England at 03.00 G.:M.T.
of the same day did, however, show an inversion of
1°C. at about 15.000 ft. This small inversion found
over S.W. England may still have been present in the
air mass when it reached the northern coast of Spain
some ten hours later (i.e. about the time when the
" Viking" was at that position). Also, the presence
of, a high pressure area to the south-west may have
caused slight subsidence. So it is possible that by
15.00 G.M:.T. there may have been a tiny inversion
at 10,000 ft. over North Spain.
The lenticular cloud appeared on wave crests at
about 10,000 ft., and below this level, the air became
extremely disturbed and turbulent.
The approximate line of the mountain ridges and
valleys in the area is east· west, so it can be seen that
the winds at all levels were blowing almost at right
angles to the ridges. Also, these transverse ridges
have fairly steep sides, so it is possible that the slope
steepness may be about the optimum value, to which
reference was made earlier. Thus. the situation was
almost perfect for the formation of waves according
to theory. and since the aircraft ...v as flying within 35
degrees of the wind (allowing for drift), it would be
subjected to almost the maximum up and down
motion of these waves. One further point of interest
is that the crests of the three mountain ridges shown
are almost exactly equidistant from each other,
possibly explaining why the aircraft's flight path
should be so regular.

Fig. 2. Meteorological Office synoptic chart for 06.00
G.i\[. T., ISth Deccmber, 1952. The isobars are drawll for
cvery four millibars and tempcratures are given i'n degnes
Fahrenheit.

streamlines have been added, based on the theories
and diagrams of Dr. Scorer.
As far as the reactions of the passengers on board
were concerned, most of them commented on the
smoothness of the flight. None had been aware of
anything unusual, except for the occasional turbulence when the altitude became less than 10,000 ft.,
and the fact that the ground speed was very much
lower than had been originally estimated for the
flight plan. The aircraft" rode" on the waves and
changed altitude in a most stable and gentle manner,
although at much higher I:ates of change than we
normally prefer in unpressurized aircraft.
METEOROLOGICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL
CONDITIONS
On the previous day (17th December). the route
had been £Iown southbound, and there had been a
cold front over the IUountains, which resulted in solid
cloud up to quite high levels. Accordingly, course
had been set at 10.000 feet to fly through the wea.ther.
There was no sign of any tendency towards wave
formations.
.
The synoptic chart for 06.00 G.M.T. on 18th
December (see Fig. 2) shows a north-westerly gradient
along the northern <;oast of the Iberian peninsula,
with pressure rising slowly over the whole of southwest Europe. There was little cloud over northern
Spain. and the cold front which ha.d been encountered
on the previous day was south of Gibraltar. By 12.00
G.M.T. the surface winds had freshened slightly along
the northern coastline and the isobars showed a
tendency to slight veering.
The upper air charts for this time are particularly
interesting, the one for 700 millibars (approximately
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ALTIMETER ERRORS
In a recent article in Shell Avia.tioll News. Jonn
Davis submitted a theory ef errors in aircraft altimeters when flying in mountainous regions. caused
by local areas of low pressure, in the lee of mountain
ranges. The conclusion was that dangerous overrfilading of the altimeter may result if an aircraft
should pass through such a low pressure area. Thus,
he assumes. a natural pilot reaction would be to dive
the aircraft to be rid of the excesS indicated height.
This is certainly an ingenious theory which cannot
be dismissed lightly but. assuming a safety height of
only 1,000 ft. above the highest peak, the indicated
altimeter error would have to be in excess of 33
millibars for there to be danget of a collision with a
mountain.
As far as the present writer knows, there has not
been any serious investigation into this particular
11

problem, but it does seem that in order to cause such
a dangerously" deep depression" locally, a very
considerable wind force would have to be necessary.
The wave conditions set mp by a wind of such force
in a stable airstream would be far more likely to
cause embarrassment, since it has been already
demonstrated how a wind of only 40 knots, bLowing
over a 7,,000 ft. ridge, can cause an initial loss of
height of 2,200 ft., and a total vertical displacement
of some ,5,200 ft. to an aircraft which has a power
reserve of over 50% at that aLtitude.
Furthermore, assuming an unstable airstream,
under these conditions, the mass of air eddies se~ up
would cause such severe turbulence, and increase the
possible human errors of instrument flying to such a
degree that most captains would, in any case, elect
to fly at least a further 2,000 ft. above the mountain
tops.
As far as t1'Ie flight between Madrid and Bordeaux
is concerned it is, certain that there were no areas of
pressure differential affecting the altimeter readings
to any marked degree for there is no doubt that the
aircraft was actually descending and climbing by the
stated amounts, since, fortunately, there was slight
cloud at 10,000 ft" and it was possible to estimate
visually with fair accuracy when the" Viking" was
1,000 ft, below the base of this cloud, or 4,000 ft.
on top of it. It is felt, therefore, that this type of
altimeter error may certainly be a contributory factm,
but possibly no more than that.
Apart from the possible error and the very obvious
discrepancy which may be induced by incorrect
pressnre setting there are two further main altimeter
errors, the first of which concerns the efficiency of the
altimeter itself. The normal British sensitive altimeter, approved by the Air Registration Board, has an
acceptable tolerance of 200 ± ieet at 10,000 feet,

Fig. 3.

and ± 300 feet at 20,000 feet, A small enough error,
certainly, particularly when one <;:onsiders the minute
changes of pressure which we expect our altimeters
to record, but certainly one which must be taken into
account when calculating safety heights,
Yet another altimeter error may be caused by
differences of temperature from leAN conditions.
If the ambient temperature is colder than ICAN, the
air will therefore be more dense, and so the aircraft
will actuaily be flying lower than the height indicated
by the altimeter. The correction may be calculated
@n the circular slide rule of the navigati@n computor,
and is approximately 350 It, for a 10° C. discrepancy
from leAN at 10,000 ft, This is again only a small
error but, combined with the others, may be a further
contributory cause,
SAFETY HHGHTS
Safety heights are frequently calculated so as to
give 1,000 ft, clearance over all obstacles within 30
miles of either side of the track, This also includes a
semi-circular area of 30 miles radius beyond the
departure point and destination. \Vhen, however,
the combined obstacle height plus 1,000 ft, becomes
more than 10,000 ft" a further 1,000 ft. clearance
may be added. This safety height is a minimum to
fly in LF.R. condi,tions, and most companies warn
their captains to this effect, There is nothing to
prevent a captain electing to fly higher than this
minimum if he is not satisfied with the weather conditions en route-indeed, it is his overall responsibility
to ensure adequate safety margins at all times,
There is no dou bt that this method for determining
safety height is quite satisfactory when considering
flights over sea, low-lying land or even over mountains
under ]JeAN conditions, and when the wind velocity
is l€lw, for it allows sufficient margin for altimeter

Upper air c/tm'ts for 700 ,ubs, (left) and 300 mbs, (right). 15.00 G,M. T., 18th Dec"
The velocity of winds is given in knots.
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tolerances alld flight errors, giving an adequate saiety
factor. However, it is possible that 1,000 ft. clearance
oyer an 8,000 ft. mountain may not be sufficient if
the temperature is lOoC. or more colder than ICAN
and there is a like\iihood of an induced lee low.
combined with a possible 200 ft. altimeter Inechanical
error.
Again, there can be little doubt that the present
limits giving 1,000 ft. clearance may be insufficient
for navigation over mounta.inous areas when winds
are strong, and wave formations possible. In fact,
one of the recommendations of the enquiry ,into the
Aer Lingus accident concerned this very point, and
on the 7th] anuary of this year, the Ministry of Civ.it
Aviation felt the position to be sufficiently serious
for a circular to be sent to all pilots warning them of
the clangers. associated with wave formations over
mountainous areas and recommending a revision of
safety heights.
PREVENTION Or- r-URTHER INCIDENTS
Therefore, although the regulations of the various
airlines and ministries adequately cover the situation,
in that the attention of captains is drawn to the effects
of strong winds over mountains, it is possible that a
practical guide to captains may be necessaryperhaps some simple method for determining the
likely effects on aircraft of the descending air currents
associated with various wind velocities.
It has been shown how all aircraft may be affected
by waves with very little prior warning, particularly
if flying in cloud or at night. In all aircraft flying
only 1,000 ft. above the highest terrain, assuming
powerful wave formations, there may be insufficient
time for a distress signal to be transmitted. It has
already been demonstrated how, even in a" Viking"
at METO power, the rate of descent reached a
maximum of 1,500 ft./min., yet a " Viking" at this
power, at 10,000 ft. and under ICAN conditions
should normally have a rate of climb of exactly
1,000 ft./min., at a forward speed of 120 knots. Thus,
it would seem that the actual rate of descent of the
air maSs in this caSe was in excess of 2,500 ft./min.
Assuming an aircraft with the power reserve of the
.. Viking" capable ()f climbing at t,OOO ft./min., at
10,000 it., and that the captain took a.ction to
increase power immediately he encountered a wave
condition such as that just described, the rate of
descent would be 1,500 ft./min.; so, with a safety
height which. ollly allowed 1,000 ft. above tlie highest
peak, the hme from first encountering the waves to
possible 'incident could be as little as 40 seconds.
Certainly this WQuld be insufficient time for the
gravity of the situation to be realized, and for the
navigating officer to pass to the radio officer such
details as aircraft's position, time, height, etc., for
the distress message.
Furthermore, it is distinctly possible that once the
aircraft had descended below a certain altitude, the
danger of stalling would increase enormously. The
captain in his efforts to prevent further descent would
be using maximum engine power, with,minimum safe
forward air speed. Then suddenly, from the area of
calm, stable waves, he would fly into an area of very
great turbulence, possibly resulting in loss of control.

19 5 3

Added to this may be the complications of being in
c1ol!d and flying on instruments.
Consideration of the case of a lighter aircraft in
these circumstances would .show the position to be
even more serious for, assuming no reserve of power
and lower forward speed at cruising altitude, the rate
of descent may reach a maximum of 2.500 ft./min ..
Furthermore, the light aircraft woufd sink almost to
the bottom of each trough, whereas the " Viking"
by reason of its power maintained altitude at 8,800
ft., although even at this height the down-current was
still of the orde. of 1,000 ft./min. In addition,
although the" Viking" was carried to 14,000 ft. in
the Lip-currents, with the throttles almost closed, the
airstream was still rising at this height and therefore
a light aircraft would have been carried much higher.
Since it seems that it may be possible to forecast
standing waves with fair accuracy. what action can
be taken to prevent further accidents from a conditiorr
which can bring even large aircraft to grief? The
alternatives wou.ld seem to be :
(a) not to fly in an area where waves are forecast;
(b) if powerfuf wave forces are found when not
forecast, attempt to fly out of the area, if possibfe,
although it has been shown that in the worst cases
there may be insufficient time for this action to be
taken successfully;
(c) try to locate rising air, then turn to fly parallel
to the ridge direction, so making the maximum use
of the" lift effect," before continlling on course;
(d) increase the route height over the area to such
an extent that the aircraft may rise and fall with the
currents with ample safety.
Considering (a) and (b) together from the point of
view of an airline operator, it is undesirable economi·
cally to increase I'Ou,te mileage, or to have an aircraft
return without landing at its destination. In suggestion (c) is all element of risk, in CaSe an up-current
cannot be located in time. Therefore, whenever
possible, the route height should be increased. This
would involve little extra cost, and would provide
the extra safety required. The problem then becomes
quite simply by how much should the safety height
be increased? \JVhat formula can be devised to give
a safe guide to aircraft captains operating over these
areas?
Let us discuss the prime variables involved. It has
been established that wave formations depend l!pon
the angle of attack of the wind to the ridge, the worst
situation being when the wind is at 90°.
A further variable is the height of the ridge,
assuming optimum slope steepness, for the formation
of waveS, since wave amplitude and altitude of
interference increase proportionally ,in relation to
mountain height. Given a constant wind velocity,
assuming that a hill of 1,000 ft. height causes dis·
turbances up to 3,000 ft., then one would expect a
ridge 5,000 ft. high to be responsible for 15,0{)0 ft. of
disturbed air. Therefore, it would seem to be advisable
to increase safety height by a percentage of normal
route height, rather than by a nominal fixed amount.
Of the remaining factors wind velocity in the
undisturbed air on the windward side of the mountain
and at crest height is the most important, so if these
three parameters are considered, a graph may be
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SIR,
1 have read Mr. Fletcher's recent article on the
simplification of sailplanes and following letters with
great interest, for I think that, if enough interest
could be aroused in this direction, gliding might
eventually be possible for a great many who have
no access to well organized clubs.
It seems to me that th~ forgotten man of gliding
is the home builder-the man who cannot hope to
pay the price asked for complete machines, or even
existing kits, but 'who could and would build a good,
sturdy machine if the plans were available. The
type or types designed for home construction should
be of a Simplicity such as is not found in present
production and so, like Mr. Fletcher, I should like
to offer my suggestion for a glider which would seem
to offer the best solution.
. The machine I have in mind is tl~e' Kite,' designed
III at le~st two marks, by Mr. M. \Vafl1er of Sydney,
AustralIa. This glider was illustrated in Sailplane
~or February 194.'> and again in February 1947, and
IS one of the prettiest designs in both conception and
execution that I have ever seen. The construction
is pod and boom with full cantilever wing, and is
about as uncomplicated as it is possible to be.
Material cost should be at a minimum and construction easy. vVhat more could we ask?
The existing design fully enclosed and possibly
with dive-brakes, and a modified type with a strutbraced single spar wing would provide a trainer and
a more advanced example of a class which could be
built anywhere in the world by clubs or individuals
without too great a call upon either skill or pocket.
vVhile on the fascinating subject of cutting costs,
why not dispense with the usual blue prints costing
arqund 550.00 or £25? A booklet of the size of
Sailplane could provide all the dimensioned and
perspective drawings, photographs and description
necessary to build both machines and should not be
too difficult to produce.. The cost might be, say,
81.00 or 8s., and no hcense fee for construction
should be charged.
If C. of A. is not now obtainable. would there be
enough interested organizations, draftsmen, mathe·
maticians and just pla.in would-be glider piJots to
donate talent and funds enough to have the drawings
and calculations run up? I think there would.
All this the merest outline of an idea. which might
fit in with the growing feeling that gliding is slipping
away from the true amateur, as expressed by your
other correspondents. I have made free with Mr.
Warner's design because I believe it is the best
possible for the job. I trust we shall hear from him,
If he approves.
Anyone interested ?
Yours,
vV. J. CAMPBELL.
DEAR
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ANCLE OF W1ND RELATIVE TO RIDCE

Fig. 4. Gr(tph Jor estimating in.crease oJ saJety height.

devised as at loig. 4. 'With this grapb, interpolation
may be carried out, to arrive at a percentage increase
of route height.
For example, assuming again the route Madrid to
Bordeaux with "Cl wind of 60 knots at the 7,000 ft.
level blowing over the Bay of Biscay from 020°, and
knowing that the mountain ranges run from east to
west, the angle of wind attack to the ridges is 70°.
From the graph 38% should be added to the normal
safety height, i.e., highest obstacle within 30 miles
plus appropriate terrain clearance allowance. Ther~
fore, assuming a safety height of 9,000 ft., we find
that under these conditions the route should be Aown
at a minimum of 12,420 ft. Thus, the lowest
quadrantal safety height when flying northwards
would be 13,000 ft., and southwards, 14,000 ft., so
giving an extra few hundreds of feet in hand to
cou n ter-bala nce possi ble alti'meter errors.
It should be noted that this particular graph is
based on practical experience of the effects of high
WInds over mountaIns, rather than on mathematical
theory, although its accuracy has been checked
against several reported incidents.
The graph
assumes the slope of the north Spanish mountains
to be of optimum steepness for the formation of waves,
and na.turally, would only be suitable for a.n aircraft
with the power reserve and fonvard speed of the
.. Viking." The pilot of a light aircraft in the circums~an(;es described would,- as shown previously. find
hIS rate of descent to be about 2,500 ft./min.; thus,
such a pilot, if using the graph, should add to the
percentage increase of height, in order to arrive at Cl.
sa.fe height to I-Iy. Conversely, the captain of a faster
aircraft, with greater power reserve, would be affected
to a lesser degl'ee and so would need to add slightly
less to his safety height, for safe operation over the area.
This graph is only a suggestion, but the writer feels
it to be at least a step in the right direction and there
sh~ul~l be n<,> insurmountable difficulties in producing
a Similar senes of curves to cover all aircraft types.
''le must make ourselves aware of the dangers of
wave formations and we must allow ourselves to learn
from the accidents that have already happened. If
we do this, then another contribution will have been
made towards Safety in the Air.
" Thus when the changeful temper of the skies
The rare condenses, the dense rarefies."
{Virgil's Georgt'cs, Book I).
Ack1towled~ments to" Shell Aviatio1t News,"

1603, lOth Avenue South,
Lethbridge, Alberta., Canada.
April 16th, 1953.
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THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS
By Veronica Platt
N reading the accident analysis for British gliding
O
.
during 1952 it is quite obvious that there is

aeroplanes but applies equal]y well to all of us. It
holds a lesson so elementary that I am ashamed it
should ever have needed to be written . . . . .

something wrong with British gliding instruction.
vVhen categorised instructors cart themselves be
responsible for no less than ten accidents in 1952,
causing damage valued at £1,290, and qualified pilots
break up materials to the value of £832 in another
sixteen accidents, carelessness is only too apparent.
Where does the fault lie?
It looks rather as if pilots ar.e getting their licences
too easily, after too short a period of training, or else
that they do not follow what they have been taught.
A crash in these days is hardly ever the fault of the
machine-it can usually be attributable to human
error---error arising either from excess of confidence
or sheer stupidity. Gliding is essentially a safe sport,
much safer than bicycling @r rock-climbing, but
elementary precautions have to be taken and one of
these surely is to famiriaFise oneself with one's
controls. What will happen if they are incorrectly
used? A stall, a spin? Not very dangerous if you
are high enough but the ground is hard if yOll hit it
before you have time and space enough to regain
control. Eleven accidents happened during approach
and fifteen during landing. Why? Hundreds of
pounds were wasted, hundreds of flying hours lost,
just because someone had been careless. Gliding
clubs just cannot afford this wastage, especially when
most of it is utterly unnecessary. If instructors
would on.ly hammer home the points that most
accidents are caused by loss of flying speed or lack
of attention to surroundings we could point with
pride to the lowest crash rate in the world.
Let me quote a letter from the Ministry of Civil
Aviation. It was addressed to the pilots of light

26th February, 1953.
" A numbel- of accidents involving light aircraft
have occurred because the pilots lost control during
turns close to the ground or during gliding turns on
to final approach. A common feature has been that
the aircra.ft were flying at a comparatively low air
speed, and this has given rise to some doubts as to
whether the pilots concerned fnlly appreciated that
an aircraft's stalling speed increases during a turn.
Such a failure on their part could aocount for these
accidents. The possibility that they were due to lack
of attention cannot be ruled out, but it is considered
that a lack of attention in this respect must have its
origin in a failure to appreciate fulIy the factors
involved.
." Although this is a matter of elementary knowledge which one would expect a pilot to have firmly
fixed in his mind, it would appear as a result of these
accidents that a reminder maybe desirable. 'We
would be grateful, therefore, if you could see your
way clear to taking such action as may be appropriate
to remind pilots of light aircraft that an aircraft's
stalling speed increases in a turn and that particular
attention shQlulcl be paid to airspeed in manoeuvres
close to the ground.
Yours· faithfully,
(Signed) D. W. H. Davies.
for Deputy Director of Opemtions and Safety."

CLOSE CO-OPERATION
MR.C.F.!.
George Thompson (right) is the
of the combined clubs of

'.

Coventry and Leicester, Mr. Vie Cau
being also an instructm. George has
wide experience in the R.A.F. and at
Camphill, while Vie is well known as a
Dunstable instructor.
The Coventry Club is in operation
at Baginton using the gliders and
equipment of the Leicester club, an
excellent arrangement that enables
both clubs to proceed. Recent activities have been most gratifying and
although Baginton is a flat site
numerous flights off the winch have
extended over 30 minutes with the
two-seater, and flights with the
. Olympia' naturally much longer.
The club offers very good training
facil'ities in the Midlands and having
made a good start this year expects a
vigorous and fruitful future.
11
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Gliding Down Southor
Overcoming Obstacles
By Geoff Higginson

IN

Ross and was able to give their' Rhon' the once

June, 1952, I was called to the telephone to
answer a query from a couple of chaps who

over.

wanted to build and fly a glider. An interview was

They have made a very creditable workmanlike

arranged and subsequently I had the pleasure of

job of the constructioll and it looks clean and

meeting two very likeable young Englishmen, Frank

airworthy,

Hawkes and Ross Mill, who, having been dissatisfied

I did not arrive there until the afternoon, so did

with their profession of draughtsmen in the U. K.,

not have the pleasure of seeing the' Rhon' in the

decided that opportunity was knocking in Australia,

air, although they assured me that it would be no

and took the plunge.

trouble to rig and transport it a couple of miles to

Soon after arriving in Western Australia they set
themselves

up

as

dam-sinking

contractors

the gliding field.

at

However, my time of stay had to be curtailed, and

Gnowangerup.

regretfully declined the offer.

- Although fairly renumerative, dam-sinking is sheer

Auto-towing is used,

and the system entails

hard labour, but by knuckling down to it they were

removing the gates of three or four fences which

able to acquire a l;iOO acre block of their own and

gives them a mile run. The line is laid out and the

are now preparing the ground for crop, at the same

pilot then h~ the rather hazardous task-while on

time carrying on with their dam-sinking project.

the climb-of manoeuvring the' Rhon ' so that the

Having a couple of hours to spare now and then

wire does not snag on the gate posts.

they decided to real"se another ambition-to build

Some clumps of trees also present a slight obstacle

and fly gliders.

as the tow car veers in an arc through the afore-

Subsequent enquiries brought them into contact
with this club. I gave them the tracings of the' Rhon

the part of the original settlers, do not coincide.

mentioned gates which, owing to an oversight on

Ranger' Primary and they had a set of plans made.

The enthusiasm of Frank and Ross has drawn a

Four months later, the' Rhon ' was ready for testing.

couple. more into the gliding at Gnowangerup.

During the building period they joined the club

However, the' Rhon ' is not the fulfilment of their

and trained up to low hop_stage, their training

aims.

taking place on odd week-ends when they could

Australian-designed

spare the time to make the 2:30 mile trip each way.
This trip was made sometimes on a motor cycle and

their previous effort is an example of their energy,
it should not be long before the' Falcon' is taking

sometimes in their portable, self-contained home-

advantage of the excellent soaring conditions in the

an ex-army radio van.

area.

They have commenced construction on the
'Falcon'

two-seater,

and

(Reprinted from .. Glidabout," journal of

During a recent trip around the south-west of

if

the

Gliding Club of W,A.)

W.A, I took the opportunity of calling on Frank and
16
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The above photograph of Sea Gulls was taken by Mr. F. N. Slings by

Edmllnd Schneider Ltd. for a club two-seater utility
glider. Another two-seater utility is being built for
the Renmark Gliding Club in South Australia.
Having sold the prototype • Kangaroo,' John
\Votherspoon has ordered anothel' as a replacement.
, A ustraI£an Gliding.'

N.S.W. Group Buys 'Kangaroo'
Schneider Ltd. to Build More Two-Seaters
GROUP of pilots at Boggabri, in New South
\Vales, has bought the' Kangaroo' two·seater
which was recently built by Edmund Schneider Ltd.,
for John \Votherspoonl.
The group consists of five power pilots who began
gliding last year in a utility glider which they bought
from the Gliding Club of Victoria.
Boggabri is 320 miles almost due north of Sydney,
and has a population of about 1,200. It is on the edge
of the wheat producing plains of N.S.W., which have
been proved first-class for long distance soaring.
Members of the group took delivery of the
• Kangaroo' in Adelaide on March 16. During the
1,000 miles drive back to Boggabri the sailplane was
used to give exhibition flights at Nuriootpa, in South
Australia, and Dubbo, in N.S.'N.
The Barossa Valley Gliding Club, which was formed
recently at Nuriootpa, has placed an order with

A
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The Air Force Gliding Club at the Aeroporto dell'
Urbe, under the command of Major Mantelli has
recei,ved the first five' Canguro • sailplanes from the
Societa Ambrosini.
During its tow from Rieti to Rome of a • Cangum '
sailplane, Major 1\-Ialltelli cut free at 2,000 metres
over Monterotondo and stayed up fm- 8 hrs. 35 mins.,
landing on the aerodrome of Guidonia .
The flight was made in poor atmospheric conditions
and serves as an interesting study of loC<l,.l thermals.
It is also the longest post-war flight and so gained the
na.tional record for duration for single-seaters.
From' ALl.'
17

Two Place Out and Return Record
By Ric New

A FTER listening to the met. forecast and deciding
that a short out and return flight should be
possible, I asked Geoff HigginsoD to come along as a
passenger in the 'Laistel- Kauffman' so that we
could attempt to better the existing two place h~ight
record of 6,500 feet and also establish other official
two place records.
I chose an out and return because I had flown for
five hours the previous day and felt that a short flight
on a soft seat without retrieving would be reasonably
restful.
Geoft came to Dowerin to crew for me, and a
wonderful job he did with the assistance of my wife.
This retrieving team inspired a lot of confidence
because I knew that they would always be close
behind me at all times and a great deal, if not most,
of the credit for any good flight should go to the crew.
This is particularly so when the pilot only has to
walk up to the glider and everything is reacly for him
to start.
We were towed off by Cyril Flood and the' Tiger
Moth' at 1 p.l1l. The thermals were quite \H~ak and
after 45 minutes we were still over the field, though
at 7,000 feet.
I was not too confident that we would ever get
away from the field, but decided that we must push
on even if we only landed a few miles away.
We set off against a fair headwind towards our
declared turning point, 'vVongan Hills.
The' L.K. ' with two aboard really does_ go, and
the only anxious moment on the trip occurred whell
we were down to about 2,000 feet in heavy cloud
shadow and it appeared as if we would be walking
home.
Once again the excellent gliding angle of the' L. K. '
helped, and I steered towardS some patches of sunshine on the ground.
Sure enough, weak lift was found and 1 circled this
feverishly until we were back at 5,000 feet.

I then took a few breaths and spoke to Geoff who
told me that he had already picked out a field to land
in. (Very handy having a passenger).
Vve then made a short glide to \"'ongan, took two
pictures and started back for· Dowerin. Soon after
this we were at 9,000 feet with a good following wind.
Cloud base was at about 12,000 feet so we just
loitered along with Geoff on the rudder and myself
011 the stick.
This certainly was a pleasant ride. As we detoured
a couple of clouds that were shedd,ing rain I said to
Geoff that it might cool the ground. How wrong I
was, for when. we landed it was difficult to imagine
that rain had been seen.
At times on the home run we were doing 55 m.p.h.
and climbing at 8 feet per second ill stra.ight flight_
\\'e arrived back at Dowerin at 5,000 feet and hacl
to circle in some red air to get down.
The distance flown altogether was 65 miles, and we
reached a maximum of lO,500 feet, thus setting two
new ustralian records. All in all, it was a very
pleasant flight, and one which again justifies my
confidence in tiLe' Laister Kauffman.'
, A ustratinn Gliding.'

N.S.W.G.A. TROPHIES
At its meeting in March, the N.S.W. Gliding
Association made the following awards for the- year
ending 31st"] anuary, 1953.
The Stamina Trophy, for the longest distance
flight, to Bob Krick, of the Hillkler Soaring Club, for
his flight of 220 miles from Narromine to The Rock.
The Fairey Trophy, for the greatest gain in height,
to Fl-ed Hoinville, of the Hinkler Soaring Club, for
his climb of 13,600 feet.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB; LTD., Long Mynd, Church Stretton, Shropshire.

*

Summer Gliding Courses will be held as follows :June 20th-28th. July 4th-12th, August 1Sth-23rd, August 29th-September 6th.
Inclusive fee for each course of 9 days with accommodation. 4 meals per day and all flying, l1S.
Full particulars from :-5. H. JONE5. 62 Ravenhurst Road. Harborne, Birmingham. 17,
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SLOPE SOARING AT BISHOPHILL

Tom Dav'idson, C. FI.,

0/ The

Scottish Gliding Union, landing the Clltb' Olympia' after six hours' slope soaring
over Bishophill, S'JW in the.backgroHnd.

Pye Equipment at Farnborough
Exhibition
At Farnborough last week Pye Limited showed a range
of wireless equipment varying from their latest Walkiephone-notable for its light weight (only to Ibs.)-to the
higWy intricate multi-channel radio link equipmen t, designed
for using radio as a telephone trunk line. A feature of the
latter was its actual link between the exhibitioll ancl the
Ministry of Supply headquarters in London, more than 30
miles away. Any visitors from the N.A.T.O. countries
could telephone from one of the two call. boxes and be
immediately put through b.y the Ministry of Supply to
anyone on a Government internal hne ,in London.
Other items shown included. part of an instrument
landing system, various components, and the Army
Wireless Set 62. An outside display showed the installation of radio equipment in a fire-fighting vehicle and on an
airfield tractor.

1953

, Pelican' Two~Seater is Test: Flown
The Waikcrie Gliding Club in South Australia test lIew
tile' Pelican' two-seater on February '2'2.
The' Pelican' is a 54 feet span, side-by-side machine,
and was designe~l ailCl built by mombers of the club.
The empty weight is 500 Ibs. and it has a pod and boom
type fuselage and cantilever wings.
Waikerie Gliding Club secretary, Bob Rowe, says;
, The performance is superior to our ·estimates.
, 'We have made a good comparison with our' Olympia.'
The' Olympia' had a slight edge during climbs in thermals,
.also in the speed range between 40 and 50 m.p.h. Fwm
50 to 55 m.p.h. the gliding angles of the two machines
were the same, but above 55 m.p.h. the' Pelican' was
the better.
, The unaccustolned side-by-side seating causes the pilot
to make skidding turns unless an eye is kept on the turn
and bank indicator. This, however, will be remedied once
we get used to the machine.
, Finally, we find the shoulder releases-supplied by
Edmund Schneider Ltd.-to be very good. They allow
{ull cont,rol of the aircraft throughout the whoie launch
with very little movement of the controls.'
'Ausl"alian Gliding.'
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FROM SAILPLANE OCTOBER 23, 1931

AEROPLANE TOWING
September. the \"'asserkuppe Flying School held,
IinNaeroplane-towed
under my direction. the first course of instruction
flying at Griesheim Aerodrome.
near Darmstadt. It was a six-day course. The
aeroplane' Flamingo' with a Siemens SH12 engine
was used for towing. and the sailplanes towed w.ere
the ' I~alke' and the' Professor.' The' Flamingo'
was piloted by Herr Riedel, who was indefatigable.
The Griesheim camp provided accommodation and
excellent catering for the pupils.
Sixteen men in all took part in the course. of which
8 were pilots of power-driven aircraft, and 8 pilots
of sailplanes only and holders of the' C' Certificate.
In spite of the rather bad weather, flying was carried
out every day. although the machines often dripped
with rain. and often disappeared into the clouds
at altitude of only a thousand feet or so.
I may say at the start. that hardly any difference
could be distinguished between the performance of
gliders who were also pilots of power-driven aircraft
and those who were simply gliders; the latter found
themselves just as much at ease at a height of 3,000
feet as the pilots of power-driven machines .who are
accustomed to suc11 altitudes. During the course
each pupil carried out, on an average, 8 flights, in
which the towing lasted 10-15 mins. and the glide
20-30 mins., so that the total duration of flight for
each pupil was about 4-." hours.
This course showed bow important it is that ' C '
tests should be made on aircraft such as the' Falke,'
, Prufling.' ' Mayer I,' etc., and not with aircraft such
as' Hols del' Teufel • and the like, if the' C' test is to
be of any value as preliminary instruction. It should
not be forgotten that, before taking part in the towedflight course, the pupil must accustom himself to very
exact action of the controls, as the aircraft towed by
a power-driven aircraft always exceeds its normal
speed. so that the action of the controls is considerably stronger.
""hen, for any reason, the aeroplane has to cast
loose, it is the duty of the pilot of the sailplane also
to cast loose at once. Only when the sailplane is
flying at a high altitude over villages, electric power
cables. or the like. can the rope be carried along and
dropped on uninhabited ground. As the sailplane
flies slowly, the tow·rope, which is 120 m. long (about
400 ft.). hangs down almost vertically, and catches
in bushes, trees, hedges, and the like. This would
lead to a bad crash. Therefore, throwaway the rope
as soon as possible. It can easily be forgotten as it
cannot be seen from the cockpit. It is much more
serious to have a crash than to lose a rope.
A number of flags should be attached to the towrope, which makes it easier to be seen during the flight.
and easier to find when cast off. Normally the sailplane casts the tow-tope loose, and the towing 'plane
returns it to the starting place where it is dropped.
Every aeroplane is not suitable for towing. and every

By FRITZ STAMER

sailplane is not suitable for trailing. It is best to take
part in a course of instruction for towed /light in order
to obtain reliable information regarding all these
questions and the practice of towed flight.
The next course of instruction in towed flight is to
take place from Nov. 3 to Nov. 10. l!l:H. at Griesheim,
near Darmstadt. Anyone wishing to take part in this
course and who is not already known to the directors
of the Wasserkuppe Flying School. should enclose
his flying certificate with the application, showing
clearly what previous training he has had. All
applicants must have passed the ' C' test. If the
applicant has not had sufficient preliminary training,
he will, naturally, not be accepted.
During the course more than lOO /lights were made
at Griesheim. but no machines were damaged and
none of the pupils were injured. It was clearly proved
that towed flight can be learnt, but Instruction is
necessary. as difficulties often arise which can be
overcome only by making use of the rich experience
already collected by the Forschimgs-Ipstitut and by
the school of the Rhon-Rossitten Gesellschaft.
At first towing was only carried out during caJm
period, but afterwards in strong winds, gusty
weather, strong vertical air-currents, and through
small clouds. (It is foolishness to attempt towing
through thick clouds; this should always be avoided).
Then sharp curves were flown, and at a high speed.
All the pupils who held licences for power.driven
aircraft were taken up in the' Flamingo' to give
them an idea of what the pilot had to do when towing.
Some of the other pupils were also taken up in the
, Flamingo' as in order that both pilots should be
ab.1e to work well together it seemed important that
the pilot of the gilder should know the possibilities
open to the pilot of the towing machine.
I n accordance with the approved methud of
gliding and soaring instruction which stress the
importance of the development of 'air·sense,' no
instruments were fitted in the trailer' Falke ' which
was first used, and not until several flights had been
carried out was an altimeter fitted to check the flight.
In the' Professor' which was used towards the end
of the course an air-speed indicator, a variometer,
and an altimeter were fitted. The' Professor' also
carried a parachute.
RULES
A number of fundamental rules were drawn up.
namely:Always pay attention to the towing rope; it is
easier to prevent it becoming slack than to put it
right afterwards.
Always keep 30-40 ft. above the power-machine;
if you fly on the same level you will be in its slipstream and will draw its tail downwards.
Do not get too high above the towing machine
(not more than 60-100 ft.), as the glider then begins
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to earry the towing machine and can be overstressed.
'Vhen the tow-rope becomes slack, 'tractlon is
reduced, and, as the speed is also reduced, one feels
that one s·hould turn the nose @f the glider downwards.
The nose should, however, be turned gently upwards,
as otherwise the tow-n!>pe remains slack. If the
towing aeroplane flies roulld a curve, try to Ity round
the same radius. If you make a sharper turn, the
distance is shorter and rope becomes slack, whereas
i'l you fly with a big radius you Ity further, and therefore faster, thus you rise.
I n this manner' it is possible to correct the altitude
in relation to the towing aeroplane. One may fly
behind it, above it to the left or to the right, and can
tell by the tu be to which the towing cable is attached
on the towing machine how far to the side one may
go. 11 one rises too high above the aeroplane, it is no
good to turn the nose oj the glider downwards as this
will only cause the rope to become s'lack; one should
lly carefully to the right or to the left and back in
order to increase the distanoe in comparison with
that of the towing 'plane.
In starting, on leaving the ground the flight path
of the glider should be so inclined that the desired
height above the aeroplane is immediately attained,
so that a normal flight position may be assumed,
thus making it easier for the tow,ing machine to rise.
This height must be attained at Ollce as, after leaving
the gWllnd, the aeroplane climbs fairly quickly.
"'hen the tow-rope is released from the sailplane
the speed is at once reduced, and the nose of the
sailplane inclines dmvinvards. But as when being
towed the speed of tile sailplane is in eXlCess 01 its
normal speed, this reduction of speed is quite normal,
and it is not necessal'y to incline the nose of the
sailplane downwards.

ground fm- optimism in the report. Clubs which are
interested in scientific investigation should see
whether they cannot organise themselves that when
the time ,comes they are in Lt position to co-operate
with the Committee.
WHAT THE REPORT SAYS
, The Gliding J\'Iovement has been brought to the
attention of tile Committee, and in their discussion
of its bearing on research they. have had the cordial
co-operation of Mr. G. M. B. Dobson, Mr. Gor'don
England (the Chairman of The British Gliding
Association), the Master of Sempill, Sir Gilbert
\iValker and Herr Lippisch (Director of the Research
Section of the Rhon-Rossitten Gesellschaft on the
\Vasserkuppe) .
, LT! Germany, flights in gliders have been made, in
Gertain types 01 weather, for distances of over 100
tniles, and from a hillock only HlO feet high a sailplane has been taken to a height of 2,500 feel. In
this country, in attempts to make ascents from level
ground, experiments have been commenced using
motor-cars to give the velocity required to raise the
glider to a height above the ground at which it can
take advantage of up and down currents and so gain
further height.
, Very high performance types of sailplane, with
a drag/lift ratio as low as L in 20 or less, have been
designed in Germany, and there appears to be some
promise with this type of aircraft for increasing
knowledge both of the aerodynamic properties of
aeroplanes and of the movements and strengths of
ak currents. The Committee are of the opinion 111at
any scientiflc aclvances to be gained from gliders in
tllis country require prior successful development of
the art of gliding. They are aware of the officia'l
encouragement which has been given by the Air
Ministry to Light Aeroplane Clubs, and they have
recommendecl a limited financial support of Gliding
Clubs. Assistance for scientific purposes would best
be given to a Gub specially well suited to develop
the art on scientific lines a.nd prepared or wining to
make an effort in this direction. [f this were done
the Committee would keep in tonch with such a Club
and be prepared to help it by advice so far as they
were able, so as to be in a position to take advantage
of any opportunities that might present themselves
for scientific deve'lopment.'

THE GOVERNMENT AND GLIDING
The Aeronautical Research Committee acts in an
advisory capacity to the Secretary of State for Air.
It also co-ordinates all the ael'Onautical research
work done in this country. Once a year it isslles a
report, in which it not only describes what has been
clone but suggests Juture lines of development:
An appreciable part of the CUl'l'ent report is devoted
to Gliding and though the present financ'ial situation
renders financial support from the Government
unlikely at the present juncture, there is plenty of

FRANCE
I nforma tiOIl a.bout French gliding courses for
foreigners can be obtained from the Secretariat
Generale a ,1'Aviation Civile et Commerciale, Service
de l'Aviation Legere et Sportive, 24 BOlf'levard Victor,
Paris, XVme. These courses will take place at
several centres and will provide free accommodation.
Food will cost approximately 400 francs ·it day and
tlying will be charged probably at a daily flat rate.
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SOUTHDOWN

" lORRY GULL I."
with

instruments,

Rebuilt 1950/1)1.

brakes,

Complete

bubble cockp,it cover.

Current C. of A. "Vith fitted trailer, all in !beautiful
condition.

£300,

or

nearest.

Apply

Cambridge

87862.

CLUB

COURSES

Southdown Gliding Club are holding a Gliding Camp. open to non-members,
atFRISTON from AUGUST 15 to 22.
Cost £12.
The course will be Iimlt.ed to pilots of • B' standard and above.
Write~Course Sec.: A. R. C. LENNARD, 48, Arthurdon Road, London, S.E.4
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Royal Aero Club Certificates

SOARING

(Issued under dtl.calion .ylhe !i.a.A.1
128 118082-11201)
13•
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CERJIFICATES ' A'
• S'

Your

Have you earned a gliding or
soaring certitacate? Then you
have something which very few
people in the country, and even
in the world, possess.

The A

TbeIJ,................;:o

The t

Silver (;

• C'
.i1nr ',C;'

Gmttem

. GUDlNG
BADGE

GLIDING

UADGE

SOARING
BADGE

~lDd

, a'
No.

N"111t',

Golden C

SOARING BADGES
The A, B, C, Silver C and Golden 'C
badge' you received is different
from the usual emblem you see
,people wearing. In most cases
the but,tons in people's lapels
signify that their subscriptions are
paid up. In your case it means
more than payment of dues. It
means. you've done something. It
means that, without a motor, you
are sUiving to outdo the flight of
birds. Wear your badge-and wear
it proudly!

'.

Gold' C;.
Goal Diamond

11544 M, J... Bauks ..
11877 R. il4 angridge ..
13888 P. S, Robsoll
13906 P. E. Bul!
14305 D, E, Lynch
14322 1', ~L Rae
14434 E. A. 'l'lIrner
14691 R. A. Rowe
,,
14876 J. L. lie;;
15102 A. O. McCnlllc
15103 J. D. D. Haig ..
15105 ,V. "', G. NcH~l1
15378 B, Carter
15839 R.Kerr
15984 T. Roehe
15990 J. .T, Joss
,,
16082 C. G. Hinglev
16083 C, J. S. Holden
16084 R. B, Stratloll
100S5 R, E>ulllllornE'
160S6 D. C, Hodder
16087 J. A. r.. ce-Ev::uu;
16088 J. A. Goody ,.
16089 E. J, Bat""
,
16090 G. 'f. P. HlIll1phn:y~
16091 J. \V. Hoskilll".
16092 G. J. SUlith
16093 C. A, Adkin ..
16094 F. L. CatteraJl
16095 R. A. Coulthard
16096 \\'. F. HHyward
16097 ] . .;\L \Varm:'r
}(l098 S. M. Fraseol'
10099 J. Hall,.
16100 R. A. J effre"s
16101 F. R. Stace ..
16102 D ..... nderson ,.
16103 l· R. Ald",ton
16105 R. 1', l,iWewoo<l
161<16 R. M. R. ~Jurray
16107 F. K. Birch '.
16108 P. ]. Boneil ..
16109 ]. A. Edward~
1011fJ ..... D. Bridge'
1611! E. R, Kessdl .,
16112 R. P. Kharegnt
16113 J. B. SI",w
16114 c. R. \I'cbb
16115 F. C. Auckrson
161'16 A. 1" Tehbit
16117 J. A. Nowell
16118 F . .T, Stall'
16119 O. Bl1l1t'mHn
16120 D. W. Cau
16121 G. Haigh
16122 M. H. VarJev
16123 P. F. Wilkitis
1116124 N. M. \Villiam::;;
, 161125 R, C, Cobbold
16127 B. E. Makins .
16128 B. D. Morgall
.16129 D.M. Bl1nill ..
16130 N. G.Golllrl ..
16131 Sheila R. Greg!:
16132 A. D, Hl'armul1
16133 G. Howc
..
16134 .:\1. \V. B. ~L'l)'
16135 A, G, ~Iorley
16136 B, J, "'holey , ,
16137 I. l;. Jack
16138 ]. R. Bralloll
16139 I. Currie
16140 J. Coffcy
16141 F. L·. G::lrdner
16142 P. E. Seeker .,
16144 M, C. Brown ..
/6145 B. J. COl1Chl1lHll
..
161'46 C. Simpson
16147 J. S. st,m'art ..
16148 .\. f_. ShlrgeR~
16150 K. R, Stokn
16151 D, M. Higgs .•
16152 S. \\" e, Bloke

1
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CERtiFICATES
A'.T,e. School or r./idil/g Club.
R ..-\..F. H::..dtnn

Surrey G.e.
No, 31 G.S,
I. rc. 89 G.S.
1"0.68
No. 1 G's.

aoS.

No. 1 G,:;.
No. 42 G.~.
No. 42 G.~.
No, 7 G's.

'1 COS.
7 G.i'.
No, 102 GB,
Scollisl, G,U.
Covenhy O.C.
Coventry G.C,
No. 125 G.S.
No. 126 GoS.
No. 89 G.8.
,LTO.

~o.

1'0,122 G.8,
NO, 89 G':=;.

"

R,A,F, G.S ..'!.. IV, Area Clllh
No. IBB G's,
No. 161 GoS.
Midland G ..C,
H,C,G,LS.
No. 49 G.R.
1'0,49 G,S,
No, 49 G.s,
1'0.89 GoS.
No. 92 G.S.
No. 181l G.S,

No. 7 G.S,
No. 1 G,S.
R.A.F. DetliJlg
No, 168 G.K
H,C.G.LS,

Cambridge l~.G.C.
r\'o. 82 G.R

Dalt laken
8, 3,53
18, 3,53
3, 4.53
28, 7.52
15. 3',53
16.11.52,
19, 4.53
19, 4,53
8. 3,53
8, 3.53
l~, 3,53
22. 3'.53
i9. 4.53
19. 4.53
5. 4.53
4. 4.53
22. 3.53
22, 3,53
8. 3.33
22. 3.53
21. 3.53
20, 7,52
8, 3,53
15, 3,53
12. 9.52
25. 2,53
26,'10.52
23.11.52
16.'11.52
7, 3,53
8. 3.53
15. 3,53
22. 3,53
5, 4,53
27. :I,n
I. 2.53
27, 3.53

24. 3.53

Cambridge iT .{~.C.
No. 126 G.S.
No. 45 G.S.
H,C.O.LS.
No. 126 G,S,
No. 68 e.s.
No. 104 n.s.
No. 1168 G.8.
No. 168 G,R
No. 31 G,S.
1\""0. J04 GoS.
Coventry (;.C.
No. 168 C.S.
No. 23 G.S.
No, 168 G.;;,

8, 3,,53
S, 4.53
8. 3.53
~O. 3.53
20. 3.53
15, 3,53
8. 3.53
4. ~.53
8. 3.53
1-5. 2.53
20. 8,52
4. 9,53
15. 3,53
27. 3,53
2/1. 1.52
6. 4'.53
8, 3.53
27. 3.33
6, 4.53
15, 3.53
I. 3.53
10. 4.5:1
11. 4.53
12. 4.53
6. 4,53
7. 4.5:1
10. 4,53
12. 4,53
21.12.52

NO, 168 G.R,

W. 4,53

NC).
No.
No,
No,
No,

10, 4',53
5. 4.53
I@, 4,53
8, 4.53

No. I

No.
:-':0.
No,
No,
No,
No.

~,-:;.

45

G.~.

45 G.S.
45 (:-oS.
166 G.fl.
82 G.fl,

126 G,S.

No. 23 G.s.
No,. 89 G$,

Bristol G,C.
Bristol a,c,
No. IBB O.S,
Kc'G.LS.

16S G,H.
I G.~.

'122 G,S,
122 n,s.
23 G.S,
~!o, 122 COS,
~o. 122 G,S.

S. 3.53
Ill. 4,53
7, 4,53
4. 4,53
10,4,53
5, 4',53
12, 4,53
10. 4,53
25. 3.53
D. 4,53
10. 4.5:J

No. 23 G.S.
No. l68 c..S.
No. 2:IO,S,
1'0.31 G.8.
No, 168 G.H.
No. 2 G.8,
No, 166 O,S,
':'1"0, 168 G.S.

(Continued
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Soaring

*

SC,OTTISH
GLIDING UNION

One of the few magazines in
the world devoted exclusively
to motorless flight.
Send· 101- for thr,ee sample
copies- and the bookletI

BISHOPHILL AND

I

BALADO AffiFIELD

Soaring in America
Increase your knowledge of
soaring. You are 'invited to
send £1 for membership in the
Soaring Society of America,
which includes a year's
subscription to Soaring.

Entran\;e Fee £1. Is.

:

Subscription £3. 31.

I

'Write to Hon. Secretar.y

I

D. HENDRY
THE SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
BALADO AIRFIELD

SOARING SOCIETY Of' AMER'ICA, INC.,

MILNATHORT

. 3778. Marion-Ave'j Memphis, Tenn., U.S.A.

KINROSS-SHIRE

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
KIRBYMOORSIDE.·

YORK

Designers and Builders
of

~~

SI{ y~'

SAILPLANES

1st PLACE and 7 PLACES IN FIRST 14
IN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
MADRID 1'51

19IJ3

23

i
I

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
LIMITED

••• CERnFICATES (collfilll/cd)
A. T.C. School or Glidillg CII/b.
No. 168 G.S.
No. 23 G.S.
H,e,G.l.s.
H.e.G.l.s.
No. 186 G,S.
No. 23 G,S.
No. 168 C.S.
No. 92 G,S.
Yorkshire O.C.
No. 122 G.S,

NOII'c.

No.
16!S3

(. 1', Sear

)6tS'4

G. M. Rob."1Ql1 ..

16155
16156
16157
16158
16159
16160
16161
16162
16163
16164
16165
16166
16167
16168
16169
16170
16171
16172
16173
1617.
16175
16176
16177
.J!i178
'16179
16180
I6J81
16182
16t83
16184
16185
16186
16187
16188
16189
16190
16191
16192
16193
16194
16195
16196
16197
16198
16199
16200
16201
16202
16203
16204
16205
16206
16207

A, C. Dodmall
R, E, Horn , .
'V. V. Mason ..
G, StCad
P.G,Sloke~ "
O. E, ]euIJns
], G, Wrighl
], E, Yates "
'1', E, Dalloll "
K, Kelly
"
], G, Nowell ..
D. F. Bradford
H, T. W. DYlle
D, Cook
' ..
W, '1', ]ollllson
~I. G, Mealing
L, H, W, Fosl
I', Ej'les
B, Webb
S,], DlInce "
G, M, D, ElsolI
M. Bri..I1sford ..
A, G. Fox
\\', J, &oll
B, S, Whilakcr
I" Slanle)'
B, J, Beck
D, Mullcu
"
D, T. Plmnmcr
G. E. Qtrllan<l
L. Ive)'
H. Mahood ..
L. G. NixQll ..
D, A. COzellS ..
D. A. J. I,alldcl'
P. DUl'l
M, D. Dylo
..
N, Callaway •.
]. W. Kelldall
S. ~Ialthcw5 ..
R. B. Er,b
..
I. N. S. Jack""n
R. D. G. Gibson
S, B. Gilbert ..
D. 1". Maple ..
J. A. Town", ..
D. A. Wheeler
W. J, Andcrsoll
W. C. Covenlrl'
E, N. Grace :.
R. C. Loxall1 ..
G. D. Sinker ..
A, R. Woollard

,.

4230
5537

]. R. Pearce ..
I. B. Richard,
I ~~248 R. Illidg.c
13377 R. Porteous ..
14096 ]. B. Gilder "
14255 A. W. Stafford
14645 M. J, Gfbbon~
14949 ~[. A. A)'r"" ..
15275 R. M. Lueas ..
'1'5473 Beverle)' M. Grey
1,5507 E. J. F. [.",toO
tS824 B. 'V. Hargre:c.1.Ve:oJ<
15903 J. M. Gil""
15919 T. E. Ruffell ..
16024 J. P. Tholllp30n
16103 J. R. A1derlon
16105 R. 1', Lilllewood
16119 O. Buneman ..
16161 J. G, Wright
16175 G. M. D, Elson
16184 G. E. Caruana
16185 L. [vov
16195 R. B. Erb

~ovelltry G.C.
1':0.24 G.S.
H.CoG.I.S,
No. 126 G.S.
No. 126 G.S.
H.C.G.I.S.
No. 1116 G.8.
No. 104 G,8.
No. 89 G,S.
",urrey G.C.
No. 183 G.8.
No. 89 G,S,
..
Derbyshire & Lancashire
No. 890,S.
No.890,S.
No. 104 G's.

Moonrakers O.C.
Shorts G.C., .
Moonraker:s G .t.
No, 31 G.S.
No.168G.S.
Luneburg- G,C.
..
H.Q. 2nd 1'.11..1'. G.C.
No. 203 G.S.
No. 1880.1'.
No. 166G.S.
No. 89 G.8.
No. 31 G,".
No. 122 G,S.
No. 123 G,S.
No. 141 G.S,
No. [22 G,S.
"
Coil. of Aeronautics
No. 89 G,S.
H.C.G.l.S.
No. 166 G.S.
No. 146 C.S.
No. 143 G.S.
No, 143 G.S.
NO. 126 G.S.
Ko. 2 GK
No. 92 G.S.
H.C.O.l.S.
H.C,G.l.S.
No. 122 G.8.

Dare lakul
10. 4.53
10. 4.53
15. 4.53
16, 4.53
12. 4.53
1,2. 4.53
1,0. 4.53
22. 3.53
13. 4.53
10. 4.'53
8. 3.53
S. 3,53
16. M3
18. M3
19. 4.53
17. 4.53
19. 4.53
19. 4.53
17. 4.53
16. 4,53
8. 3,53
19. 4,53
22. 3.53
18. 4.53
17. 4.53
6. 4.53
19. 4.53
27, 6.52
19. 4.53
7, 3.53
10, 4.53
19.10.52
3. 4.53
22. 3.53
12. 4.53
29. 6.52
7. 4.53
2,;, 4.53
15. 2.53
26, 4,53
25. 4,;;3
25, 4.53
I. 3.53
30. 7.52
22, 4.53
25 453'
26: 4:53'
25. 4.53
25. 4.53
6, 4.53
19. 4,53
22. 3.53
IG. 4.53
15. 4.53
25. 4.53

' ' ' ' CERtiFICATES
No. 89 G.S.
..
Derll)yshire & Lancashire
Derlilyshire & J.aJl('a~hire
&ollish C.C.
..
Coli. of Aeronautics
No. 125 G,S.
O"ford G.C.
Oxford G,C.
Cambridge U,G,C.

19.
7.
12.
12.
27.
26.
6.
3.
7.
4.
4.

At-my OS ...
Southdowtl G.t,

Ann),' G.C...
No, 31 G,8.
No. 31 G.8,
No. 43 G.S.
Cambridge U.G.C.
No. 82 O,S.
Cambridge U.G.C.
¥orkshjre G.C.
..
..
Derbyshire & tancashire

Luneburg

..

..

4,

6.
5.

7.
25.
15.
30.
13.
12.
4.
17.
31.

..

H.Q. 2nd 'i'.A.F. G.C.·
~oll. of Acrollautic:i

4.53
4,53
4.53
4.53
3.53
4.53
4,53
4.53
9,52
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4,53
4,53
3.53
3.53
3.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4,53
3.53

SILVER' C'
410
41'1
412
413
414
415
416
H7
12

SouthdoWJl G.C.

Jack Godley
Ian Edwards
Jolu1 HlIlme
John 'tweedy
Michael flodg30U
Alw"n S111cliffe
Charles Woller
Oeorge Whitfield
G. A.

J.

BOLD' O'
Goodharl

•.

31. 7·.52
4. 4.53
5. 4.53
4. 4.53
7, 4.53
5. 4.53
.1. 4.53
21. 3.53

R.A.F. G111ersloh G.C.
H.C.G.J.8.
..
Derbvshire & J...anc.:ashire
Bristol G.C.
)lidlalld G.C.
LondonG.C.
Cambridge U.G.C.
..

•

R.N.G.S.A.

11. 4.53

GO,AL DIAMONl)
207

G. A. ]. Goodharl

..

R.N.G.s.A.

7. 4.53
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The Long Mynd, Churoh Stretton,
Shropshire. Telephone: Linley206.
New members welcome. Ab·
initio training by two-seaters.
Sle>pe, thermal and wave soaring.
Resident engineer.
Dormitory.
Catering at week·ends.
Secretary: S. H. jones,
82, Ravenhurst Road,
Harborne, Birmingham, 17,

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCAS,HIRE GLIDING CLUB
Camphill, Great H ucldow,
Derbyshire,
2-seater ab initio instruction,
,intermediate and high performance
flying,
Dormitory and Canteen facilities.
Apply to the Secretary for details
of Membership,

THE LONDON GLIDING CLUB
LTD.
Dunstable Downs, Beds.
Tel.:

Dunstable 419.

Flying Membership:
Entrall!ce Fee £6, 55. Od.
Annual Sub. iG. 6s. Od.
(or 11/6 monthly)

Non-FlyIng Membership:
Entl'ance Fee Nil
Al'lnual Sub. £2, 25. Od.
Flying Instruction: Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
Twelve Club aircraft, including
, Olympias ' and' Sky' Sailplanes,
Hol,iday Courses are open to non·
members:
.
9-)[6 May

I

6-18 July
10-22 August
31 August-12 September

THE YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB.
SUTTON BANK, YORKSHIRE.
Ab-initio Training. Full Flying
Facilities f'or all Pilots. New
Members Welcome.
For fuU particulars appty to : Miss Sue
Parke,
• Norlands'
Middlecave Road, Malton.-Hon,
Secretary" Yorl{shire Gliding Club.

..5'r:I_/£i,..

fd

.-rr""-A/i,gson_
"'I

8. LOWER BElGRAVE STREET
LONDON. S.W.1
SLO 7287

~ugge£ittb ~lft£i

for »our
~ Soaring

Subscription to (SAILPLANE'
YEA~

(EYRE

12/9 6 MONTHS

& SPOTTISWOODE)

1.6 / 6 1

The classio Enghsh book on the subject.

QVERSE.AS

25/6 PER YEAR

Flight'

by Terence Horsley

INLAND

25j6 PER

jfrlenb~

12/9 6 MONTHS

'Gliding and Power Flying'
by , Stringbag.'

BOUND VOLUMES

(OXFORD {)NIVERSITY PIlESS)

Attractively bound volumes of' SA,ILPLANE

Drawings by Stanley Sproule.

& GLIDER' for 1952 are now being pre-

A delightful little handbook.

pared.
Supplies are, we regret, Iimitedmake sure of yours by oroering now and
avoid disappointment. Price Two Guineas.
A few vols. available for 1946 and 1950.

I

Weather Forecasting;
(LONGMANS)

S.W.C. Pack.
'Invaluable '-Royal Aero Society.

SPECIAL OF,FER
A complete set of •SAILPLANE'S' for
1952 in the EASIBINDER, leavil)g room
to contain all this year's Issues. is offered
at the specially reduced price of 3S/-0

(Gliding and Advanced Soaring' I~
by A. C. Douglas.

*
AND-

BACK NUMBERS
We possess a small
selection of back numbers dating from 1.934
onwards.
If readers
desirous of obtaining
copies will state their
precise
requirements
we shall endeavour to
accommodate them.
Price: 2/- per copy.
January. 1950: oJ'lwards ;
2/6d. for a'll preceding
issI,Jes.

All PRICES include Postage and Packing to any part of the World.

To TBE GLIDER PRESS, LTD.,
8, LOWER BElGRAVE STREET,
LONDON. S.W.'

Please send to the address below the fol/owing:-

Name

~

(JOHN lIlUIlIlAY)

.

Address

·CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDEIl for

c=J

!!nclosed herewith.

.,
The aeroplane
The Avro Vulcan. The wodd's first delta bum bel', this four
jet-engined ail'craft was one of the highlights of the S.B.A.C. Show
at Farnborough in Septembel', 19.52, where it was demonstrated
in public for t.hc first time. Performance is still secret,

The pilot
RolQJld Falk, in some 6,000 flying
hours, has flown mOTe than 300
different types of aircraft. In the
R.A.F. from 1939 to 1946, he was
chief Test Pilot at R.A.E.
Farnborough from 1943, reached the
rank of V.ring-Commander, gained the
A.F.C. and bar. He pioneered the test
flying progl'amme of the Avl'o
delta wing aircraft and was responsible
for major development work on the
Avro 707A and 707B. Awarded O.B.E.,
1952. Says" if you are under the
wing of Shell and BP Aviation Service,
you receive the best attention possible ".

Shell and BP A viation Service

Looking like bats, sounding like whistles, .. aircraft have cha,nged
out of all recognition since the pioneer days of flying.
One thing pilots will tell you has kept the same, That's the smartlless
and efficiency of Shell and BP Aviation Service. Always helpful.
Always ready. Always on the spot at any of Britain's major a.idields.
Whatever your refuelling needs you can always rely on this service.
SHELL·MEX AND B.P. LTD., Shell·l\iex House, Strand, London" W.C)•.
Distributors in the United Kingdom for the Shell and Anglo·lranian Oil Groups

